
STOKED ADVENTURE OUTFITTERS

NERF BARS 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

 

Thank you for supporting our small business! We look forward to your adventures ahead. In 
a way, you could say we do what we do because we love it! 
Ltd. was founded in 2018 in beautiful Squamish, British Columbia, Canada. We are 
passionate adventure hounds who enjoy exploring the great outdoors around us. This gives 
us the opportunity to do tough testing on all of our produ
producing premium aluminum products for your adventure rig.
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● 3 nerf bar hoops (passenger has a long step)

 
● Impact driver (recommended).
● Drill. 
● 9/16 and 7/16 wrenches.
● 3/16 Allen key bit with extension.
● 9/16 socket. 
● ¼, 13/32 and 17/32 drill bits.
● Rivnut gun. 

 
 

1. Set the first bracket as far forward (still being flush) toward the front of 
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TOOLS REQUIRED 
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9/16 and 7/16 wrenches. 
key bit with extension. 

¼, 13/32 and 17/32 drill bits. 

Set the first bracket as far forward (still being flush) toward the front of 
the van. 
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2. Mark and drill both your ¼” hole (3rd set of holes from top).

 

3. Mount the first bracket using the provided ¼” bolts and nuts.
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Mount the first bracket using the provided ¼” bolts and nuts. 



4. Mount the Nerf Bar hoop to both brackets to set the distance between 

Mark and drill all ¼” and 11/32” holes (you might need a second set of 

 

 
5. After drilling all 11/32” holes take the brackets off and drill and set your 

 

 
 

Mount the Nerf Bar hoop to both brackets to set the distance between 
bracket 1 and 2.  

Mark and drill all ¼” and 11/32” holes (you might need a second set of 
hands here). 

 

g all 11/32” holes take the brackets off and drill and set your 
⅜” Rivnuts in. 

Mount the Nerf Bar hoop to both brackets to set the distance between 
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6. Mount brackets back on and attach your nerf bar hoops to the brackets.

 

 

 

7.  Position the passenger bracket as far forward, like shown in the picture.

 

 

 
Mount brackets back on and attach your nerf bar hoops to the brackets.
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Mount brackets back on and attach your nerf bar hoops to the brackets. 

 
7.  Position the passenger bracket as far forward, like shown in the picture. 



Once you’ve installed the first bracket mount your Nerf Bar hoop to 
both brackets to set the distance between both brackets.

 

MAY YOUR ADVENTURES 

 

 
 
 

Once you’ve installed the first bracket mount your Nerf Bar hoop to 
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ADVENTURES TAKE YOU TO COOL PLACES!

 

Once you’ve installed the first bracket mount your Nerf Bar hoop to 
both brackets to set the distance between both brackets. 

 

TAKE YOU TO COOL PLACES! 



Any questions? Don’t hesitate to get in touch with us via email, phone call or a 
nice little visit at our location. 

We love to see where your van takes you! 
media or via email. Tag us @stokedadventureoutfitters.

E-mail: info@stokedadventureoutfitters.com

#3 - 40330 Government Rd, Garibaldi Highlands, BC V0N1T0 

 

 

Don’t hesitate to get in touch with us via email, phone call or a 
nice little visit at our location.  

We love to see where your van takes you! Share any photos with us on social 
media or via email. Tag us @stokedadventureoutfitters.

 

info@stokedadventureoutfitters.com 

Phone: +1 (778) 318 - 8404 

 

40330 Government Rd, Garibaldi Highlands, BC V0N1T0  

https://stoked-adventure.com/ 

 

Don’t hesitate to get in touch with us via email, phone call or a 

with us on social 
media or via email. Tag us @stokedadventureoutfitters. 


